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Outline 



 Finite state Markov chains 

 

 Conditioned on large-scale variables 

 

 Data-driven 

Markov chains 



Markov chains 



 Conditional Markov chains 

 

 Introduced by Crommelin & Vanden-Eijnden 

(2008)  

 

 Tested in Lorenz ’96 

two-layer toy model 

Markov chains 



Large-Eddy Simulation 

 



Large-Eddy Simulation 

 
(MOVIE) 



 DALES: high-resolution convection and cloud 

resolving LES model 

 

 Developing deep convection (TRMM-LBA Brazil 

in 1998/1999) 

 

 57.6 x 57.6 x 25 km 

 X = 150 m 

 8 hours 

 

Large-Eddy Simulation 
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Markov chain construction 

 Store data every minute 

 Classification into 5 cloud types 

--> multi-cloud model similar to 

Khouider et al. (2010) 

 Clustering of large-scale variables 

 

 

 



Classification 



CLOUD TYPE MOVIE 



Clustering of large-scale variables 



Cloud fractions 

LES Markov chains 



Types of Markov chains 



CELLULAR AUTOMATA 

MOVIE 



Cloud fractions 

LES SCA 



Cloud fractions 

LES CSCA 



Darwin observations 



 Extensive data set of observational data of a rain 
radar in Darwin in Australia (several months every 10 
minutes) 
 

 High-resolution data (2.5 x 2.5 km ) of cloud top 
height and rain rate 
 

 Large-scale data (150 x 150 km ) describing the 
dynamical and thermodynamical state of the 
atmosphere around Darwin 

Darwin observations 
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Darwin observations 

Cloud top height Rain rate 



Classification 



Clustering of large-scale variables 



Deep convective area fractions 

Darwin Markov chains 



SPEEDY 



 SPEEDY: GCM of intermediate complexity 

 

 SPEEDY from Simplied Parameterizations, 

primitivE-Equations DYnamics" developed by 

Franco Molteni; 

 

 96 x  48 grid columns with 8 p-levels 

 Deep convection mass flux scheme (Tiedtke) 

 The Markov chain fractions as closure for the 

mass flux at cloud base 

 

 

SPEEDY: test in GCM 



SPEEDY: test in GCM 

Darwin Markov chains 



SPEEDY: test in GCM 



SPEEDY: test in GCM 

Time [days] 



Hovmöller diagrams precipitation 

longitude longitude longitude 



Wheeler Kiladis diagrams precipitation 



 Markov chains can be inferred from high-

resolutions data; 

 

 Cloud top and rain rates needed at 

high-resolution (+-2.5 km) and 

small time step (+-10 min) 

 

 LES data or radar data 

 

… and … 

 

Conclusions 



 Improved variability of convective responds  

 

 Improved distribution of precipitation in the 

tropics  

 

 Improved autocorrelation function of mass flux 

at cloud base in the tropics  

 

 The Wavenumber-frequency diagram is not 

equal to the GPI observation diagram.  

 

 More MJO  but not enough MJO  

Conclusions 



Thank you. 

 

 

 

                                                Questions? 
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